
HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS FOLLOW UP EMAIL SAMPLE

If the thought of writing a follow-up email makes you feel a little shooting the breeze on social, business on email, vice
versa)? Take your cue from them. To help you, I've included examples of what you might say in each.

Do you know the cycle of purchase followed by prospective clients? Show me you know who I am and what I
do. It may not be necessary to do so, but it is highly recommended if you want to be attended to. A lot of
marketers and sales personnel make the mistake of leaving it vague and ambiguous. I sent you some
information about [product or service] a while ago and I thought this might be a good time to give you a
practical demonstration. Now is the time to pull those out of storage and set them loose. Ready to copy and
paste this as a template to customize in seconds? Do I have a reason to follow up other than just to follow up?
Make your call-to-action crystal-clear and hard to resist. Hi [Name] My boss has asked me to clear out my
sales pipeline and I thought it would be good manners to let you know that your name is on my delete list.
You want to be seen as an asset to them. You need to play the long game and follow-up consistently over a
long period of time. Which means you have a key insight already: the value that they plan to provide. Of
course, Apple being Apple, not only did they meet my expectations, but they far exceeded them!
Alternatively, you can use your company name. Got one? It nurtures prospects and it provides marketing with
engagement data. Track and log. This article will show you all the email templates and samples you need for
each of the scenarios above. Grab this template to use on your own. You should always be yourself during the
entire sales process, but especially during your follow-ups. Perhaps you have some inside information on
expiring deals they have with one of your competitors? Otherwise, I look forward to receiving payment within
a week. What exactly do you want them to do? More than price. Create a plan to fix them and roll them out,
making sure you train your salespeople where necessary. But, why? This means learning who else is involved
with the buying process along with how they make decisions. Why does this matter? Lead Prioritization: Your
follow-up messaging will depend on what information you have on the prospect, as well as any actions they
take. If not, could you help me find the relevant decision maker?


